Guidelines for Interdisciplinary Programming

Supreme Court Rule 805(c)(2) allows for CLE credit to be earned for a program that crosses academic lines (e.g. accounting-tax) if it is pertinent to an individual attorney’s practice.

When such course applications are received from a sponsoring organization, Kansas CLE staff reviews whether the course is beneficial for practicing attorneys from an objective standard. Consequently, the course will not be approved by the Kansas CLE Board unless it obviously pertains to a recognized legal subject or to the practice of law. The application may be returned to the sponsor with instructions that the program will be considered on an individual basis when submitted by an attending attorney.

When an attorney seeks CLE credit for an interdisciplinary program, the attorney must submit an Application for Approval of CLE Activity pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 805(b) and include a statement describing how the program is beneficial to attorney’s practice.

For questions or comments regarding these guidelines, please contact Kansas CLE, 301 SW 10th Ave., Topeka, KS 66612. 785-368-8201  www.kscle.org
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